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North Tyneside Learning Trust (NTLT) supports its primary schools to take part in the Primary Science Quality Mark (PSQM) programme.
Why
PSQM?
During 2019-21, NTLT supported 13 trust schools to take part in PSQM, working with local hub leader Anna Hammill.
As a relatively new subject leader, Rhian was looking for a tool to use to improve
science
outcomes
andCPD
counteract
stereotypical
about
scientists.
PSQM is
a yearlong
process children’s
which helps
schools toideas
achieve
a quality
mark for science, focusing on developing effective, confident

science has
leadership
for whole
school impact
on science
teaching and learning. Schools receive PSQM, PSQM GILT or PSQM OUTREACH. The
How
PSQM
changed
science
at Blenheim?
qualityhas
mark
is valid
threeschool
years community
and can be achieved
by allatypes
schools with primary-aged children, including first, primary, middle
PSQM
brought
thefor
whole
together with
clearlyofdefined
and special
purpose.
Theschools.
profile of science has increased considerably. The consistency of
science teaching and learning has improved, and science is now taught every week.

PSQM Case Study

Teachers now have resources to hand that support the planning and assessment of
science, and are enthusiastic to implement new approaches and review what works
well.

MONKHOUSE PRIMARY SCHOOL, NORTH

There
is a palpable ‘buzz’ around science as a subject. Quality support and CPD
SHIELDS
through PSQM has led to teachers feeling more confident and motivated.
Monkhouse Primary School, part of North Tyneside Learning Trust
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(NTLT) forscience
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Using a project-based learning approach, the curriculum is deliveredand
in an
engaging way that is meaningful for children. Science leader,
of a scientist; asking questions, investigating systematically and sharing their ideas
Angelika Bowmer, had been in post for three years when she found out about PSQM at a local science network meeting.
increasingly independently, while linking their science to real world problems and
the work of real scientists.

Why PSQM?

“I met some Scientists. They were cool. I worked like a Scientist.
was a valued subject at Monkhouse Primary before starting the PSQM process but with the school’s focus on English and
ItScience
was awesome!”
mathematics, the profile of science had stalled in recent years. The time had come to revitalise and enhance science so Angelika was
How
has
PSQM
changed
Rhian?
delighted
to receive
an NTLT
bursary for
PSQM. Working with her hub leader, Angelika agreed that ‘PSQM’ was the appropriate quality mark
Rhian’s
confidence
as
a
subject
leader
has
soaredwhich
as a result
of impact
being involved
to aim for; this recognises effective leadership
has an
on improving science teaching and learning across school. The PSQM
with
PSQM.
She
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determined
to
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using
the
PSQM
cycle
improvement
andimplement
to lead andaction
motivate
herand
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towards
theEven
goal of
framework gave Angelika a structure to audit science provision, of
identify
key needs,
plans
reflect on
impact.
outstanding
teaching
and
learning
in
science
across
the
whole
school.
with the unprecedented challenges of the pandemic, the profile of science was raised; for example, Angelika devised home learning science
expectations
for remote
learning.
Rhian
speaks warmly
of support
from fellow SLT members, colleagues and the wider science SL community discovered through PSQM. Their
support has made an enormous difference to the success of Blenheim’s PSQM journey.

It has been wonderful to be able to take part in open ended scientific enquiries with Sam during lockdown.

While
recognising
is challenging,
recommends
it to any subjectthose
leader, whether
subject
– ‘it to
Science
tasksthat
arePSQM
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soshe
wewhole
bothheartedly
look forward
to completing
as I do new
nottoneed
toleadership
work hard
provides everything you need’ – or to the more experienced, as a chance to reflect and develop.
motivate him. (Feedback from the parent of a Y1 child)
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How has PSQM changed science at Monkhouse Primary School?
Creating a whole school vision with principles for science enabled everyone to see the key ideas that make science so valuable to the primary
curriculum. It was done collaboratively so that all stakeholders at Monkhouse Primary now have a consistent approach and understanding.
It also helped Angelika to plan her CPD and monitoring accordingly, resulting in a more effective monitoring cycle which has led to strategic
provision of CPD for staff. Science is now recognised as a core subject across the school with the school leadership team seeing the impact of
PSQM in science teaching and in children’s work.
It is clear that across the school, the children are given lots of opportunities to work like scientists through a wide range of working
scientifically opportunities. The impact of science CPD has been evident in each year group.
(Laura Baggett, Head Teacher)
New and experienced staff alike have benefited from the focus on science professional development and have commented on how their
confidence in planning and delivering science has increased. Science CPD sessions have enabled teachers to become more adventurous in
science, allowing children more opportunities to explore scientific concepts independently. Teachers and children are becoming confident
with the five key ‘working scientifically’ enquiry types. The biggest impact came from 1:1 planning sessions with Angelika; these included using
medium term planning formats, question templates and discussing ideas such as suggesting using a scientist rapper to engage Y2 children
with What
learning about
plants. More children are now choosing science as one of their favourite subjects and teachers have noticed increased
is PSQM?
pupil engagement. After pandemic restrictions were relaxed, Year Two and Year Five science clubs started which were so popular that they
PSQM is a yearlong CPD programme that helps schools to achieve a quality mark for science. It focuses on developing effective,
wereconfident
oversubscribed.
science leadership for whole school impact on science teaching and learning.
Science club was an absolute hit in Year 2. The children absolutely loved making volcanoes and lava lamps. I really enjoyed it myself
PSQM?
too! Why
(Teaching
assistant delivering science club)
• PSQM provides a framework for improvement and development in science leadership, teaching and learning, whatever the
My favourite
lesson
thispoint.
year was the elephant toothpaste experiment. We got to choose our own ingredients and measurements.
school’s
starting
I managed to make mine go crazy - I got slightly carried away and it wasn’t a fair test. But I have learnt from it. (Y5 child)
• PSQM is a community: of subject leaders meeting together locally with an expert hub leader for training and support; of schools
across the country sharing expertise, challenges and successes; and of organisations and individuals providing great support for
How has
PSQM
primary
science.changed the science leader Angelika?
• PSQM makes a difference to the profile and quality of science in primary schools.
PSQM has proved to be a very effective science leadership training tool for Angelika. She now knows
PSQMlooks
celebrates
the impact
of great
leadership.
what• science
like across
the school
and science
has a wider
range of strategies for leadership. She
participated in learning walks for the first time and feels that she is viewed as a stronger subject
How
does
PSQM
leader
by both
SLT and
staff. work?
There are three different Primary Science Quality Marks to ensure that all schools can achieve the accreditation. Subject leaders from
Angelika’s
highlight
of theattend
year was
the satisfaction
successfully
introducing
participating
schools
training
throughoutof
the
year. With devising
their huband
leader’s
support and guidance, they:
science
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for
different
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she
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forward
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1. audit current provision for science;
longer-term impact of this strategy as children become more independent with selecting the most
2. agree which is the appropriate quality mark to aim for;
appropriate enquiry type to research their own questions.
3. construct an action plan to met the thirteen criteria by the end of the year;
4. implement the plan and evaluate the impact on science teaching and learning;
Angelika’s
advice

5. compile a reflective submission to demonstrate how the criteria have been met.
“Sometimes
it was
tricky to get staff
onboard
toScience
try newQuality
thingsMark
so I rewarded
by giving
The criteria
are differentiated
for each
Primary
to ensure them
that there
is appropriate challenge and development
recognition,
praise…
and chocolate!”
for all schools,
whatever
their starting point. Over 60% of schools begin with PSQM, but for some schools, where effective leadership
is already embedded, the other quality marks provide the right development goals. They cover all aspects of science provision:
“I would definitely recommend PSQM to a school that hasn’t done it before because doing
• Science Leadership - vision and value, development goals, monitoring and professional development for subject leadership;
PSQM puts science first across school. You are guided through the journey by your hub leader
• Science Teaching - CPD, teaching strategies, resources;
and liaise with science leaders from other schools to share ideas and resources. Even if you’re
• Science
Learning
enquiry,
assessment,
science capital;
experienced,
it gives
you-ascience
broader
viewpoint
and awareness
of good practice.”
• Wider Opportunities – linking science with other subjects and whole school initiatives,
curriculum enrichment.

Monkhouse Primary successfully
achieved ‘PSQM’ in September 2021.
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